schemes for mobile network have been studied. In this paper we take a look at the advantages and disadvantages of different DCA schemes in wireless ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) with new MAC (Medium Access Control) protocol. To support wireless ATM, the future system would be microcellular or picocellular with a large number of base stations. The centralized DCA algorithm would not be suitable due to being neither robust nor scalable. This paper describes a Cell-based Distributed Dynamic Channel Allocation algorithm with reduced message complexity and carrier acquisition delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest challenges in supporting wireless multimedia application is to optimally use the limited radio bandwidth. Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) schemes try to maximize the reuse of channels while minimizing the channel acquisition time and channel interference [ 101. In wireless ATM network with scarce carriers (e.g., HIPERLAN there are five channels for all HITERLAN equipments to operate on [7] ), frequency planning that allocates channels permanently to each cell like conventional Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) is not suitable. The DCA approaches can adapt to non-uniform traffic as an alternative. DCA techniques are becoming important with the tremendous growth of demand for wireless multimedia applications because this scheme can adapt better variation of traffic density than the Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) scheme. In DCA approach, all the channels are placed in a central pool. There is no relationship between channel and cell, thus each cell can select any channel that causes no interference with others. Two methods have been used to guarantee the cochannel and adjacent-channel interference. They are real-time based measurement like distributed DCA and channel occupancy in other cells like centralized DCA and cell-based distributed DCA.
A. DCA Schemes for Mobile Networks
0-7803-6355-8/00/$10.0002000 IEEE There are three main DCA approaches in mobile networks; namely centralized DCA, measurement-based distributed DCA and cell-based distributed DCA. Every DCA strategy has its advantages and disadvantages, which have been discussed between centralized DCA, distributed DCA and cell-based distributed DCA in [8] . These algorithms are divided in two classes, traffic adaptation DCA (TA-DCA) and interference adaptation DCA (IA-DCA). The algorithms that allow channel allocation to be handled according to traffic variations are called TA-DCA, such as centralized DCA and cell-based distributed DCA. The algorithms that manage channel allocation on the basis of real time interference measurements are called IA-DCA.
B. Centralized DCA
In centralized DCA schemes, a channel from the central pool is assigned to a call for temporary use by a centralized controller, so the centralized DCA can achieve near optimum channel allocation [8] . The channel requests from overall network are dealt in central controller, thus there is no conflict, but the centralized overhead is high.
C. Cell-Based Distributed DCA
According to the cell-based distributed DCA scheme [8] , each base station assigns channels to calls using the augmented channel occupancy matrix, which contains necessary and sufficient local information for base station to make a channel assignment decision. cell-based distributed DCA scheme can achieve near optimum channel allocation.
D. Measurement Based Distributed DCA
The distributed DCA approach is simple. The utility of local information leads to little reconfiguration when the network designs changes. The channel allocation process depends on real-time based measurement. There is no necessary to exchange messages between entities. Whenever a channel allocation request occurs, the requesting cell will scan all the channels to determine which channel has the highest SIR (signal to interference ratio). But before a channel is allocated to the requesting cell, the utilization of this channel by this cell is not available. There for the interference level is used to 111-387 take place of SIR, the scan course of a channel lasts 2 ms in
131.
A range of distributed DCA has been studied by Chuang in 131:
LIA (Least interference Algorithm) selects channel with the least received interference power.
LTA
(Least interference below Threshold Algorithm) selects the least interfered channel below an interference threshold.
HTA (Highest interference below Threshold Algorithm) selects the most-interfered channel below interference threshold.
MIA (Marginal Interference Algorithm) selects the most interfered channel if the received instantaneous interference power is below a threshold; otherwise, selects the least-interfered channel.
LFA (Lowest Frequency below threshold Algorithm) selects the lowest numbered channel not exceeding an interference threshold.
The algorithms that attempt to minimize the interference (e.g., LIA and LTA) can achieve better performance than the ones that attempt to pack the frequency spectrum (e.g., HTA, LFA)
DCA STRATEGIES FOR WIRELESS ATM
All the above-mentioned DCA schemes need improvements to adapt themselves to multimedia-supported wireless ATM and relatively new frame structure and Quality Of Service (QoS).
. Call dropping probability PD
. To support multimedia services, in which the traffic is highly bursty and the burst duration is short (such as video and data traffic) [9] , the delay caused by DCA overhead is critical. The simulation reported in [2] shows that the MAC protocol named as Mobile Access Scheme based on Contention And Reservation for ATM (MASCARA) produces time frames with mean length of 18 slots for Load 1, and 50 slots for Load 2 (Load 1 was set at ! A of the wireless data rate of 20Mbps, whereas Load 2 was set at % of the wireless data of 20Mbps.).
C. Centralized DCA A. Quality of Service
There are four traffic classes defined by ATM Forum, Constant Bit Rate (CBR), Variable Bit Rate (VBR), Available Bit Rate (ABR) and Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR). ATM guarantees QoS to these different traffic classes, based on traffic parameters such as cell lose ratio, cell delay and cell delay variation. As the wireless extension of ATM, the wireless ATM network has to share the available channel capacity between wireless terminals according to the negotiated quality of service parameter and capacity request 111.
Several performance metrics have been used to determine the QoS provided by channel allocation algorithms [6] :
In Magic WAND (Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator) [2] , the channel allocation process is executed in a central Access Point (AP) or switch on the basis of knowledge of the active channels in the neighbour APs. Channels can be allocated to APs according to the Matrix that contains the information of channel distance between interference APs; the network expansion needs update of Matrix.
There are two strategies in Magic WAND (Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator). In the first strategy, the carrier and time allocation for each AP is done according to its current needs, while in the second strategy, a kind of a-priori reservation is used based on the estimated needs of each AP in the near future. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 depict the two strategies respectively. . New call blocking probability Ps
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Carrier 1 Fig. 1 FH of the subsequent frame is transmitted on the carrier used for the previous frame[2] Fig. 2 The maximum -minimum reservation approach [2] In order to obtain a channel allocation, there are two kinds of messages that have to be exchanged between requesting APs (Access Point) and central controller, request from requesting APs and response from central controller. The communication between requesting AP and central controller are necessarily fast. In strategy 2, after preparing the FH for the current frame, each AP estimates a maximum and a minimum time requirement for the next frame and sends a request. The estimation is based on the traffic load of requesting AP. 
D. Measurement Based DCA
The measurement based Dynamic Channel Allocation can allocate channels without co-ordination, but it is not efficient when the traffic is highly bursty and the burst duration is short relative to DCA overhead.. In [9] , a measurement based coordinated channel assignment scheme is presented. In this scheme, clusters of APs of a limited size share the same frequency carrier; the synchronization can be implemented by a clock signal multicast from a primary AP to all other APs in a cluster area. Therefore a lower DCA overhead is obtained. But the frequency reuse efficiency is reduced as a tradeoff, and the simulation showed a bit long cell bust delay.
Although real time measurement based DCA has so many advantages, this DCA algorithm will face difficulties to adapt to multimedia application supported wireless ATM. In this algorithm, al,l channels are evaluated by measuring the 111-389 interference strength. The channel scanning period is relative long. After a long time scanning, the channel allocation is not a real time one; there is the probability of conflicting. Further more, the measurement of interference dose not really reflect the CIR (Carrier to interference ratio) or BER (bit error rate).
There is no guarantee that the current condition will last long enough till the frame transmission can be finished. If other cells are under power control, the measurement does not lead to a guaranteed quality of connection due to power variation. The interference level is measured by the AP at the center of cell, when a whole cell measurement is needed, wireless terminal should be involved. This leads to a more complicated strategy.
E. Proposed Cell-Based Distributed DCA Schemes
The two schemes of cell-based distributed DCA, update and search have been compared in [4] . It had reported that the update scheme is more appropriate for real time communication than the search one.
The objective of the cell-based distributed DCA schemes is to reduce message complexity and carrier acquisition delay. The comparison between basic update scheme [4] and proposed one shows that message complexity is reduced to about 50% as well as acquisition delay. Scheme 1 1) When an AP needs a channel allocation, a time stamped request message with selected carrier, frame length and transmission start time is sent to the interference neighbors.
2) The requesting AP waits for a certain time of T, which is the average round trip duration between APs on wired network.
3) If the interference neighbors detect a conflict after receiving the request, the channel occupancy Matrix will be updated with the request, which has earlier time stamp or higher priority.
4)
If there is no request message from interference neighbors for the same carrier, this carrier is allocated to the requesting AP.
The average trip duration consists of two components, the ATM switch process delay and the transmission delay. The transmission delay in fiber optic is very low and the delay caused by ATM switch is expected in a range of 20ps [SI, take Madge Collage 750 backbone ATM switch for instance, the latency (all traffic classes) is 12 ps (typical).
When an AP needs a channel allocation. a time stamped request message with selected carrier 1, frame length and transmission start time is sent to the interference neighbors, and a reservation with selected carrier 2 for the coming transmission is also sent in advance.
The requesting AP waits for a certain time of T/2, which is the average single trip duration between APs on wired network.
If the interference neighbors detect a conflict after receiving the request, the channel occupancy Matrix will be updated with the request, which has earlier time stamp or higher priority.
If there is no request message from interference neighbors for the same carrier, this carrier 1 is allocated to the requesting AP.
T/2 time after transmission, if there is no request message from interference neighbors for the same carrier, this carrier 2 is allocated to the requesting AP.
These algorithms are simpler than the basic update scheme. All the requests with earlier time stamp are supposed to arrive its destination APs before the end of waiting period. If the requests from two APs within each other's interference neighborhood, the request with later time stamp is ignored to avoid conflicting.
As a comparative study. the overhead of this algorithm is analyzed in terms of message complexity and carrier acquisition delay, the same way in [4] . We assume that n is number of APs in the interference neighborhood, and T is the average round trip communication delay between APs. For scheme I , in order to allocate a carrier, an AP sends n requests messages to the interference APs. If there is no conflicting, the average carrier acquisition time is T. In case the request is not successful, the requesting AP has to send request message again for another carrier. If a carrier allocation can be obtained after average m (m>l) request messages, the number of messages is about n*m (2*n*m in basic update scheme). The average acquisition delay is T*m. Apparently, the proposed scheme has the same conflict ratio as the basic update scheme. For scheme 2, in order to allocate a carrier, an AP sends n requests messages to the interference APs. If there is no conflicting, the average carrier acquisition time is T/2. In case the request is not successful, the requesting AP has to send request message again for another carrier. If a carrier allocation can be obtained after average m (m>I) request messages, the number of messages is n*m. the average acquisition delay is (T/2)*m. In Magic WAND'S strategies, IntrAdomain-DCA (IADCA) has to assign a channel for every frame. This leads to a low resource utilization due to the DCA overhead and FH overhead when the frame size is short. In contrast, long frames may lead to long idle period for other APs [2] . To overcome this problem, it is necessary to limit carrier occupation time with an upper boundary. The time requirement includes the current frame length and an estimation of subsequent frame.
1)
After preparing the FH for the current frame, each AP estimates a time requirement for the next frame. If the total time requirement does not exceed the upper boundary, the requiring AP sends a request message to the interference APs.
2) If there is no above-mentioned conflict, the carrier and time are assigned to the requesting AP.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISSCUTION
The proposed scheme can reduce message complexity and average carrier acquisition delay by about 50%, compared with the basic update scheme. But in the proposed scheme, the communication delay and the waiting time are critical components to the conflict ratio. Since each AP maintains a set of currently available carrier, we can select two and more candidate carriers on basis of prediction. In case of conflict, just select the next candidate carrier. This will lead to a lower conflict ratio and reduce the communication delay further more, in order to detect conflict, an AP must be able to tell which APs are within each other's interference neighborhood, thus extra information like geographical position is needed.
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